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Introduction

Bose-Einstein correlations (BEC) are “an apparent attraction” in momentum space 
between identical bosons.

This effect is due to the symmetrization of the q.m. wave function of two identical 
bosons with respect to particle exchange.

Interesting features of BEC:

•BE effect is relevant if and only if these particles are close to each other in 
momentum space;

•The shape of BEC depends on the spatial and temporal distributions of the boson 
source and on its degree of coherence;

•It is possible to get information about the dynamics of the particle interactions 
yielding like-sign bosons in the final state. 



Nomad Apparatus

NOMAD has collected an 
unprecedented neutrino 
Data Sample, providing 
both high statistics and 
excellent resolution.

Fe , FCAL> x10717.7 ton
C , DCH1.4x1065.0x10192.7 tonNOMAD
Massive calo1.3x1061.3x1018690 tonNuTeV
Bubble ch.5.7x104variousVariousBBC
Massive calo1075.2x1018750 tonCDHS
TechniqueStatisticsExposure p.o.t.Target MassExperiment
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•BE correlations are an enhancement of the coincidence rate of D1 and D2 
whenever there is path ambiguity for bosons emitted from A and B

p t∆ ∆ < h
•The rate modulation, as a function of      allows to determine R.θ
•The analysis will compare a double density R(p1,p2) with a “reference density”.



Reference Density

A “critical” point of BEC analysis is the definition of a “ Reference Density” 0D
•In principle MC events, which do not contain BEC, would be good candidates

Problem: limited MC capability to accurately reproduce the data
in the tiny phase-space region where BEC are expected

2 0.2pc m cπ∆ ≤ ; GeV
Solution: methods based on the data themselves must be found

•Requirements for the “ Reference Density”: it should be identical to
except for the presence of BEC effect (any other correlation effect due to 
conservation laws and topology must be taken into account!).

1 2( , )D p p



Parametrization 1/2

We need a parametrization of BE effect for extended sources

Goldhaber Model Kopylov Model
Radiating spherical surface (radius R)

with incoherent oscillators of 
lifetime τ

Radiation by a spherical shape of 
radius R with gaussian distribution

of emitting sources
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tQ = the projection of the difference 
of momenta in the plane 
perpendicular to the sum

λ = the fraction of pions that effectively do interference (“chaoticity”)

1( ) 2 ( ) /I x J x x=

Mππ = invariant mass of the pion pair



Parametrization 2/2

Goldhaber Model: lorentz-invariant

Kopylov Model: not lorentz-invariant

Expected relation between the radii obtained by these two parametrizations

2KP GR R≈



Reference Sample Construction 1/2

Methods to build the reference sample from data are:

•All “Unlike-sign” pairs
•“Mixed Event”
•“Reshuffled Pt”
We need a test for these methods!

Strategy: MC is adequate to study the bias introduced by 
the reference sample.

In absence of BEC, the distributions in R should be flat or have 
no structure at small Q which would distort the study of R.

Results:
•“Unlike-sign” pairs : OK!

•“Mixed Event” : Rejected!

•“Reshuffled Pt” : Rejected!



Reference Sample Construction 2/2

Excess at small Q due to 
construction technique

Defect at small Q due to 
conservation law constraints

Mixed Event

Reshuffled Pt
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Charged current muon-neutrino interactions
in the NOMAD experiment

After the Event and Track Quality Cuts,
we have looked for the purity of the 
track identification (MC study!)

Work assumption: all 
secondary charged particles 
have been assumed to be pions !!

61.2%π + ≈

77.2%π − ≈

Purity Track Identification

π +

π −

k+ k− p0Lepto =

e+ e−



Purity MC Studies

Conclusion: contaminations in the 
pions sample due to kaons and 
protons produce NO distortion 
in shape for Q < 0.2 GeV, so they 
DO NOT affect the 
measurement of the Radius

First two bins are affected by 
photon conversions: bins EXCLUDED 
from analysis

These intervals are affected by 
K0 and Rho decays: bins EXCLUDED 
from analysis

MC Reconstructed events

MC Generated pions, kaons, protons



Results: Goldhaber Parametrization

2 2 2( ) 1 exp( ) (1 )GR Q N R Q aQ bQλ = + − + + 

BE Correlation

Background of 
Long Range Correlation

Normalization constant

Strength of correlation

Long Range Correlation

The BEC parameters are substantially
independent of the particle pair charge
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Results: Kopylov Parametrization
[ ]{ }2 2

1( ) 1 2 ( ) /( ) (1 )t KT KT KT t KT t t tR Q N J R Q R Q aQ bQλ= + + +

Check passed : 2KP GR R≈
(--)

(++)

Like
(fm)Pairs KPλ KPR

0.29 0.06±
0.28 0.04±
0.32 0.06±

2.07 0.04±
2.13 0.04±
2.01 0.04±



Results: Rapidity dependence

At high energy the two contributions
should be fairly well separated in the
c.m. frame of the hadronic jet.

Conclusion : typical hadronization scale
is much longer than the interaction radius,
resulting in a unique hadron source, independent 
of the detail of the quark interactions.

Opposite

Negative

Positive
(fm)Pairs λ GR

0.47 0.04±
0.42 0.09±
0.37 0.06±

0.98 0.07±
1.03 0.17±
0.98 0.08±

Opposite rapidity sign

µν µ−

W +
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0y <
d

u

u
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Results: Nch and W dependence

Nch= event charged multiplicity W= hadronic energy

We expect a rise of the emission radius with Nch or W.

We observe a decrease of the emission radius with Nch or W. 

The rise of the emission radius with Nch at LEP is only visible at very high 
multiplicities (Nch>>10) which are not accessible to this experiment.



2-dim Analysis: LCMS

The shape of the hadronic source
can be measured in LCMS.

LCMS= “Longitudinal CoMoving
System”

LCMS can be defined for every
particle pair as that where
is perpendicular to the axis defined
by the hadronic jet direction

1 2p p p= +
ur ur ur

Advantage: possible effects caused by Lorentz boost are avoided

2 2
, ,t out t sideQ Q Q⊥ = +longQ Q=P



Longitudinal and transverse shapes
2 2 2 2( , ) 1 exp( )R Q Q Q R Q Rλ⊥ ⊥ ⊥= + − −P P P
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Other Experiments

channel : experiments performed at 
different energies, with different selection 
criteria and different parametrizations for 
the long-range correlation.   

ππ

Results:

λ 0.5≈

1.0≈

GR
0.6≈

0.9≈

fm (“linear”)

fm (“quadratic-polynomial”)

Final state hadronization processes have 
universal features with little dependence

on the type or energy of the 
interacting particles

independently of long 
range correlations



Conclusions

•The size and the chaoticity of the pion source are about 1 fm 
and about 0.4 respectively, quite independent of the final state
rapidity sign of the emitted pions.

•The ratio between the transverse and the longitudinal size of the 
source is about 40%.

•The final state hadronization processes have universal features 
with little dependence on the type or energy of the interacting 
particles.

•A weak dependence of both radius and chaoticity on multiplicity 
and hadronic energy is found.



Correlation Function
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are the particle four-momenta

is the measured two-particle density

is the particle density in the absence of BEC

For a continuous distribution                in space and time of sources emitting 
pions independently
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Event selection

•Number of primary charged tracks (excluding the muon) 2chN ≥
•Muon Energy             GeV and hadronic energy                   GeV5Eµ ≥ 5hadronsE ≥

•Hadronic invariant mass             GeV2W ≥
•Event vertex within the fiducial region of the DC target

•Only primary tracks are selected
•A minimum momentum of the track is required                     MeV100trackp ≥

ur

•A minimum number of hits is used to build the track 12hitsN ≥
•A good momentum resolution is required 6%

p
p

∆
≤

Total number of events selected by these cuts is 398K
(++) pairs     544K
(--) pairs     143K
(+-) pairs     852K



Long-range correlation

The numerical values of         and      depend on the parametrization used to 
describe the long-range correlations.

GR λ

Possible forms used :
•linear
•quadratic
•polynomial

(1 )aQ+
2(1 )bQ+

2(1 )aQ bQ+ +

Quadratic
Linear

Polynomial

(fm)Long range correlations GRλ
0.40 0.03±
0.54 0.02±
0.43 0.02±

1.01 0.05±
0.86 0.03±
0.95 0.03±

The linear parametrization is inadequate to be used in the analysis of these data
The quadratic parametrization reproduces almost exactly the results of the 
polynomial. 



Systematic errors

We identify 3 sources of systematic errors in our results:
•The uncertainty in the background contribution for Q < 0.2 GeV due to
photon conversion
Estimated by enlarging the data excluded from the fit to Q < 0.06 GeV
Result: the Goldhaber parameters are insensitive to a variation of the lowest accepted Q bin

•The track reconstruction efficiency
Decreased the track reconstruction efficiency by 10%
Result: not sizeable effects on the Goldhaber parameters

•The cuts applied

150p >
/ 8%p p∆ ≤

20z∆ ≤
10z∆ ≤ 0.40 0.04±

0.37 0.03±
0.35 0.03±
0.40 0.03±

1.10 0.09±
0.95 0.04±
0.99 0.04±
1.01 0.05±MeV/c

cm
cm

all cuts
Cut λ GR (fm)

0.40 0.03± 1.01 0.05±


